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POOL TABLES



Legacy Billiards Tables Exceed All Expectations 
The Perfect Corner
Square cabinets and flush panels are 
essential in providing perfect play for every 
billiard table. The patented Perfect Corner 
design guarantees each table assembly will 
be perfectly square. This design provides 
the strongest cabinet corner support of  
any billiard brand in the industry.

Solid Hardwood
Every table Legacy Billiards manufactures, in 
the Legacy series, is constructed from solid 
hardwood. No MDF, plywood, scrap wood 
or metal plates. Hardwoods are used in the 
cabinets, legs, top-rails, blinds and cross-
beam slate supports. Our pool tables are 
unsurpassed in quality in the billiard table 
industry. 

Hand Carved Legs
Each carved table leg starts as a single block 
of seasoned solid hardwood and is carefully 
hand carved by a master craftsman. Each 
table leg is a functional work of art.

Old World Joinery Techniques
Legacy uses construction techniques that 
have stood the test of time. Our experience 
in the furniture industry carries over to our 
pool tables to provide you with a family 
heirloom that will last for generations.

Quality in every table.

Fortress Power Lock™
Legacy Billiards’ rails are secured to 
the slate using our exclusive Fortress 
Power Lock. An oversized t-nut 
fastener is securely held into the rail  
by a solid hardwood core to tightly 
hold the extreme torque of the rail 
bolts onto the table. This design has 
been tested to 2,000 lbs. of torque and 
is 80% stronger than threaded inserts 
or other fasteners used by other table 
manufacturers.

Hand Inlaid Sights
All sight locations on every Legacy 
Billiards pool table are precision cut for 
perfect consistency. Mother-of-pearl 
sights are hand picked, inlaid and sanded 
to ensure a smooth finish.

Exact Shot™ Cushions
Our K-66 profile natural gum-rubber 
cushions feature a relief groove.  
The groove adds 30% more surface  
area for the rubber to bond to the 
top rail. This design provides perfect 
alignment to the top rail resulting in 
superior ball speed, accuracy and  
overall improved game play. Exact  
Shot cushions carry a lifetime warranty.

Durable Leather Pockets
Legacy leather pockets are finished 
with a quality dye to coordinate 
with our wood finishes. The leather 
is steeped into the dye allowing 
for the desired color. With this 
process, the leather’s inherent 
beauty will keep its luster and  
will endure scratches from normal 
play for the life of the table. 

Quality Slate
Legacy Billiards uses three-piece, 
one-inch backed slate on all billiard 
tables. Each piece of slate is diamond 
honed, precision-cut and ground to 
within five-thousandths of an inch to 
ensure a level surface. We take no 
shortcuts in detail or quality.

The Finishing Touch
Legacy Billiards’ factory uses many 
custom finishes and options for 
billiard and furniture products. All 
solid wood products are finished at 
the same time to produce a higher-
end finish consistency. The result is  
a Legacy table of unsurpassed quality, 
beauty and endurance.
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Made with 100% Solid Hardwoods, the Whiskey Barrel finish 
table is made of Solid Ash and the Black Pearl finish is made with 
Distressed White Mahogany. This table is the “center piece” for any 
game room.

Wyatt Features

The beautifully crafted Wyatt Billiard Table adds style to 
any game room with its fully routed hardwood cabinet, 
6” wide top rails, hand inlaid mother-of-pearl sights, full 
leather pockets and post leg design. Its elegant and classic 
design never goes out of style. 

Shown in Whiskey Barrel f inish.
Available in 8-foot table only.

Fully routered, hardwood cabinet

6” wide Top Rail

Three-piece, 1" backed slate

Pro-style rails

Hand inlaid mother-of-pearl sights

 High-torque t-nut fasteners

Post leg design

Lifetime warranty

Signature Series Features

WYATT

Black Pearl

Whiskey Barrel

8’-100180

8’-100183

N
EW

 ITEM
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Optional Dining Top and Seating Benches are available to complete 
the table conversion that will seat
up to 12 of your family
and friends. 

Optional Dining Top

A table designed for the “Modern World” The Baylor 
will be the center of attention for anyone’s home. It 
features: sleek 5” x 5” hardwood legs, enclosed pockets, 
and 6’ wide top rails. Hardwood construction will make 
this a prize piece that will last for generations.

Shown in Whiskey Barrel f inish.
Available in 8-foot table only.

Signature Series Features

Shown in Gunshot f inish.
Available in 8-foot table only.

Hardwood cabinet

7” wide Top Rail

Three-piece, 1" backed slate

Pro-style rails

Hand inlaid mother-of-pearl sights

 High-torque t-nut fasteners

Post leg design

Lifetime warranty

BAYLOR

Gunshot

Shade

Onyx

8’-100186

8’-100189

8’-100192

N
EW

 ITEM

See Accessories Section for
more information about the Billiard Dining Top.
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Fits most major brand pool tables.
7ft, 8ft, and 9ft.

• Easy to Install 

• Fits most major brand pool tables

• Patented Hardware with Air-Lift   
 Technology

• Convenient Storage of Billiard Balls,  
 Racks, Brushes, chalk & more

• Quality felt lined drawer

• Securely Store Expensive Cues

Part Number:
7’-100977
8’-100978
9’-100982

“Your pool table is the centerpiece of
      your game room. Keep the clutter to a
         minimum with the Perfect Drawer.”

Perfect Drawer Features

PERFECT
DRAWER

Whether installing on a new table or adding to a table purchased in the 
past, Legacy’s patented Perfect Drawer (USA patent no. US8177650) is the first 
and only attachable drawer made for storing all your billiard accessories 
uniquely and safely under your billiard table. Available in sizes made 
to fit virtually any seven, eight or nine-foot table, the Perfect Drawer 
is easy to install without any special tools. And when not in use, the 
Perfect Drawer is tucked neatly under your table, and out of sight. 
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At Legacy Billiards, we believe in exceeding your expectations 
about value priced pool tables. 

Our Classic series tables are manufactured above industry 
standards using a unique combination of superior craftsmanship 
with all hardwood construction. We exceed your expectations in 
value, quality and craftsmanship.

Shown in Nutmeg finish.
Available in 7-foot or 8-foot table.

1 1/4" routered, hardwood cabinet

5” wide Top Rail

Three-piece, 1" backed slate

 Diamond pearl sights

 High-torque t-nut fasteners

Patented Perfect Corner construction

Lifetime warranty

Classic SeriesClassic Series Features

RYLEE

Port

7’-100103     8’-100303

Nutmeg

7’-100102     8’-100302

Black Cherry

7’-100101     8’-100301

Rylee’s graceful, traditional style combines an arched cabinet with hand 
carved ball and claw legs. The Rylee value is in its durable construction. 
Made from solid hardwoods, the Perfect Corner, one-inch slate and a 
lifetime warranty, the Rylee is sure to last for generations of play. The 
Rylee is available in two sizes and three finish colors. 
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At Legacy Billiards, we believe in exceeding your expectations 
about value priced pool tables. 

Our Classic series tables are manufactured above industry 
standards using a unique combination of superior craftsmanship 
with all hardwood construction. We exceed your expectations in 
value, quality and craftsmanship.

Shown in Port f inish.
Available in 7-foot or 8-foot table.

1 1/4" routered, hardwood cabinet

5” wide Top Rail

Three-piece, 1" backed slate

 Diamond pearl sights

 High-torque t-nut fasteners

Patented Perfect Corner construction

Lifetime warranty

Classic SeriesClassic Series Features

RYAN

Port

7’-100113     8’-100307

Nutmeg

7’-100112     8’-100306

Black Cherry

7’-100111     8’-100305

The Ryan’s rugged good looks and durable construction will allow for 
many hours of intense billiards fun. Designed with routered hardwood 
legs, the patented sturdy Perfect Corner, diamond pearl sights and 
durahyde pockets makes the Ryan stand out from the competition. 
From style to its solid construction, the Ryan billiard table is a great buy. 
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At Legacy Billiards, we believe in exceeding your expectations 
about value priced pool tables. 

Our Classic series tables are manufactured above industry 
standards using a unique combination of superior craftsmanship 
with all hardwood construction. We exceed your expectations in 
value, quality and craftsmanship.

Shown in Nutmeg finish.
Available in 7-foot or 8-foot table.

1 1/4" routered, hardwood cabinet

5” wide Top Rail

Three-piece, 1" backed slate

 Diamond pearl sights

 High-torque t-nut fasteners

Patented Perfect Corner construction

Lifetime warranty

Classic SeriesClassic Series Features

RADLEY

Port

7’-100123    8’-100311

Nutmeg

7’-100122     8’-100310

Black Cherry

7’-100121     8’-100309

Artistically blending clean lines with dramatic curves, the Radley pool 
table pairs ageless beauty with impeccable style. The Radley’s hand-
crafted design and solid wood construction make it an heirloom-quality 
investment for your home game room. 
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Every pool table Legacy Billiards manufactures, in the Legacy series, is 
made from solid hardwood. No plywood, scrap wood, MDF (medium 
density fiberboard) or metal plates.  We use only solid hardwood for 
the cabinets, rails, blinds and cross-beam slate supports. The result is a 
pool table that is unmatched in quality in the industry. Our mission is to 
exceed the expectations of savvy consumers. 

Shown in Onyx finish.
Available in 7-foot, 8-foot or 9-foot table.
9-foot table available in Onyx only.

1 1/4" routered, hardwood cabinet

6” wide Top Rail

Three-piece, 1" backed slate

 Diamond pearl sights

 High-torque t-nut fasteners

Lifetime warranty

SOLID WOODElite Series Features

ELLA

Port

7’-100239     8’-100373

Onyx

7’-100230     8’-100364     9’-100750

Nutmeg

7’-100236     8’-100370

Black Cherry

7’-100233     8’-100367

Truly a designers dream come true, the Ella Pool Table combines 
contemporary design with timeless elegance. With curved post legs 
and a sleek, arched cabinet, this billiard table will instantly transform 
your home game room. Built with all-wood corners and a solid wood 
cabinet, the Ella exhibits unparalleled craftsmanship in it’s construction.
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Legacy Billiards is unique in the billiard and game room industry. We 
manufacture and finish all Legacy Branded products in one facility, ours. 
This ensures consistency from product to product to allow for the 
perfect match. 

Our beautiful wood finish is achieved through a 14-step application 
process. We add a hardening process on our rails, bar tops and pub tables 
for added durability.  At Legacy this is just another way we are exceeding 
your expectations.

Shown in Onyx finish.
Available in 7-foot, 8-foot or 9-foot table.
9-foot table available in Onyx only.

1 1/4" routered, hardwood cabinet

7” wide Top Rail

Three-piece, 1" backed slate

 Diamond pearl sights

 High-torque t-nut fasteners

Lifetime warranty

FINISHING TOUCHElite Series Features

ELLA II

Port

8’-100391

Onyx

7’-100250     8’-100382     9’-100771

Nutmeg

8’-100388

Black Cherry

8’-100385

The Ella II pool table is styled with curved post legs, an arched cabinet 
and arched side blinds; all showcasing a smooth polished finish on 
solid hardwood. The Ella II billiard table is modern yet elegant for a 
contemporary look. Available in 7, 8, and 9 ft. lengths.
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The Outlaw pool table is inspired from a blend of metal rocker to the 
custom chopper genre. Outlaw is for the one of a kind, I’m going to 
rock it tonight playroom.

Custom shield faux leather pockets with a metal Renegade logo make 
this a must have for billiard fans who want to unleash their inner outlaw.

Available in Black Pearl f inish only.
Available in 8-foot table only.

1 1/4" routered, hardwood cabinet

5” wide Top Rail

Three-piece, 1" backed slate

 Diamond pearl sights

 High-torque t-nut fasteners

Post leg design

Lifetime warranty

OutlawElite Series Features

OUTLAW

Black Pearl

 8’-109100

Clean lines punctuated by a distressed Black Pearl finish make the 
Outlaw pool table stand out in any home game room. This exotic and 
customized table has added hand-set metal studding, textured inlays on 
the blinds, and laser etched flames burned on the legs to make a bold, 
one of a kind statement pool table.
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Exceeding expectations is our mission. We strive to produce a 
better quality table for better play.

Our manufacturing plant boasts state-of-the-art finishing techniques 
combined with old world craftsmanship. The Sterling series tables 
go beyond all competitors by showcasing both top design  
and value.

Shown in Port f inish.
Available in 8-foot table only.

1 1/4" routered, hardwood cabinet

6” wide Top Rail

Three-piece, 1" backed slate

 Pro-style rails with diamond pearl sights

 High-torque t-nut fasteners

Patented Perfect Corner construction

Lifetime warranty

Sterling SeriesSterling Series Features

MEGAN

Port

8’-100432

Nutmeg

8’-100431

Old English

8’-100433

Timeless elegance coupled with an unparalleled quality in construction 
allow the Megan pool table to easily transition into any room setting. 
With a solid wood cabinet, leather shield pockets and Legacy’s Perfect 
Corner technology, the Megan pool table’s unmatched quality is backed 
by a lifetime warranty.
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Exceeding expectations is our mission. We strive to produce a 
better quality table for better play.

Our manufacturing plant boasts state-of-the-art finishing techniques 
combined with old world craftsmanship. The Sterling series tables 
go beyond all competitors by showcasing both top design  
and value.

Shown in Nutmeg finish.
Available in 8-foot table only.

1 1/4" routered, hardwood cabinet

6” wide Top Rail

Three-piece, 1" backed slate

 Pro-style rails with diamond pearl sights

 High-torque t-nut fasteners

Patented Perfect Corner construction

Lifetime warranty

Sterling SeriesSterling Series Features

MESA

Port

8’-100437

Nutmeg

8’-100436

Old English

8’-100438

Artistically blending clean lines with dramatic curves, the Mesa 
expresses ageless beauty and impeccable style. Truly timeless in design, 
the Mesa’s strong lines, tapered paneled legs and gracefully arched 
cabinet is sure to be a focal point in your home game room for many 
years to come.
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Exceeding expectations is our mission. We strive to produce a 
better quality table for better play.

Our manufacturing plant boasts state-of-the-art finishing techniques 
combined with old world craftsmanship. The Sterling series tables 
go beyond all competitors by showcasing both top design  
and value.

Shown in Port f inish.
Available in 8-foot table only.

1 1/4" routered, hardwood cabinet

6” wide Top Rail

Three-piece, 1" backed slate

 Pro-style rails with diamond pearl sights

 High-torque t-nut fasteners

Patented Perfect Corner construction

Lifetime warranty

Sterling SeriesSterling Series Features

MALLORY

Port

8’-100442

Nutmeg

8’-100441

Old English

8’-100443

A sweeping arched cabinet coupled with hand carved scroll legs give 
the Mallory Pool Table a refined, sophisticated look. Built with Legacy’s 
unique Perfect Corner, this heirloom-quality billiard table is designed to 
provide your family with decades of enjoyment. This pool table will add 
timeless style and elegance to any home billiard room.
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At Legacy Billiards we will exceed your expectations. The Signature 
series is our top-of-the-line table series.

These tables are designed with the discriminating buyer in 
mind. Signature sports traditional style built around old-world 
craftmanship.your expectations.

Shown in Port f inish.
Available in 8-foot table only.

Fully routered, hardwood cabinet

6” wide Top Rail

Three-piece, 1" backed slate

Pro-style rails

Hand inlaid mother-of-pearl sights

 High-torque t-nut fasteners

Post leg design

Lifetime warranty

Signature SeriesSignature Series Features

LANDON

Port

8’-100798

Nutmeg

8’-100795

Old English

8’-100801

The Landon pool table has bold, powerful lines that add an ambiance 
of sophistication and tradition to any home game room. The 
Landon’s powerful, executive styling is matched with the quality of its 
construction. All-wood corners and solid 1-inch slate guarantee decades 
of enjoyment and playability.
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At Legacy Billiards we will exceed your expectations. The Signature 
series is our top-of-the-line table series.

These tables are designed with the discriminating buyer in 
mind. Signature sports traditional style built around old-world 
craftmanship.your expectations.

Shown in Old English finish.
Available in 8-foot table only.

Fully routered, hardwood cabinet

7” wide Top Rail

Three-piece, 1" backed slate

Pro-style rails

Hand inlaid mother-of-pearl sights

 High-torque t-nut fasteners

Post leg design

Lifetime warranty

Signature SeriesSignature Series Features

LANDON II

Port

8’-100819

Nutmeg

8’-100816

Old English

8’-100822

Legacy Billiards redefines pool table style with the Landon II. Built of 
solid wood with a fine furniture finish, the Landon II is inspired by the 
craftsman era of fine wood working. The Landon II is infused with 
special details ranging from the 6 inch closed rail with embedded real 
mother of pearl sites to the custom routered details of the side panels.
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At Legacy Billiards we will exceed your expectations. The Rustic series 
will add refined charm to a traditional, cottage or coastal décor or 
add refinement to a ranch, mountain or cabin style home.

Hand crafted with metal components with true finger jointed 
cabinetry and heavily distressed solid raised grain wood. These tables 
are not only beautiful to look at but built to last for generations. 

Available in Gunshot f inish only.
Available in 8-foot table only.

Hardwood cabinet

Exposed finger joint corners

Hammered metal accents

7” wide Top Rail

Three-piece, 1" backed slate

Pro-style rails

Metal rail sights

 High-torque t-nut fasteners

Post leg design

Lifetime warranty

Rustic SeriesRustic Series Features

WINCHESTER

Gunshot

8’-100662

The craftsmanship is second to none. The attention to design detail is 
spot on-handcrafted exposed finger joint corners and hammered metal 
accents will make you smile every time you look at it. It comes with 
a guarantee that your friends and family will comment on the tables 
beauty. The heavily distressed solid pine has copious character.
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At Legacy Billiards we will exceed your expectations. The Rustic series 
will add refined charm to a traditional, cottage or coastal décor or 
add refinement to a ranch, mountain or cabin style home.

Hand crafted with metal components with true finger jointed 
cabinetry and heavily distressed solid raised grain wood. These tables 
are not only beautiful to look at but built to last for generations. 

Hardwood cabinet

Exposed finger joint corners

Hammered metal accents

7” wide Top Rail

Three-piece, 1" backed slate

Pro-style rails

Metal rail sights

 High-torque t-nut fasteners

Post leg design

Lifetime warranty

Rustic SeriesRustic Series Features

CIMARRON

Whiskey Barrel

8’-100672

We could go on and on but the picture speaks a thousand words on 
this rustic & industrial inspired billiard table. Hand crafted with metal 
components with true finger jointed cabinetry and heavily distressed 
solid raised grain ash wood. The Cimarron table is not only beautiful to 
look at but built to last for generations.

Shown in Smoke finish.
Available in 8-foot table only.

Smoke

8’-100674
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SHUFFLEBOARDS
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Shown in Port f inish.

Playfield Dimensions:
92.25 inch x 16 inch x 1.5 inch with
1/4 inch polymer seal.

Weight: 345.40 lbs.

CLASSIC
The Classic 9 foot Shuffleboard is ahead of the competition in quality 
and value. This Classic is designed for the player with limited space 
but unlimited family fun. The shuffleboard features a 1.5 inch x 16 
inch playfield of birch veneer over MDF. The playing surface is 1/8” 
poured polymer resin for faster play and added durability. And for your 
shuffleboard accessory storage, Legacy has added the glide out Perfect 
Drawer mounted under the table to keep everything out of site

Legacy Shuffleboards include climate adjusters to ensure a level and accurate game.

All Legacy shuffleboards include the Perfect Drawer. This hidden drawer is mounted 
under the table and glides out to reveal your shuffleboard accessories.

Legacy shuffleboards include everything needed to play the game; includes four black 
pucks, four red pucks, stainless abacus scorer, table brush, wax and black table cover.

9 FOOT SHUFFLEBOARD

Port

106689

Onyx

106685

Nutmeg

106688

Black Cherry

106687
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Shown in Black Cherry f inish.

ELITE
Tailored and trim, the Elite 12 foot Shuffleboard is the game room’s 
next addition. The Elite is designed with routered wood panels and is 
available in 2.5 inch x 16 inch wide or 3.0 inch x 20 inch wide playfield 
made from North American grown poplar. The play surface is sealed 
with 1/4 inch poured polymer resin for a long lasting durability and 
lightening quick play. The Elite Shuffleboard’s glide-out Perfect Drawer 
stores all your shuffleboard accessories conveniently under the 
table. Legacy Shuffleboard playfields have a lifetime warranty. Legacy 
recommends purchasing the optional light kit for two overhead lights 
and the electronic score unit to complete your shuffleboard experience.

12 FOOT SHUFFLEBOARD

Port

 16”-106700     20”-106754

Onyx

16”-106691     20”-106745

Nutmeg

16”-106697     20”-106751

Black Cherry

16”-106694     20”-106748

Playfield Dimensions:
132.5 inch x 16 inch x 2.5 inch with 1/4 
inch polymer seal or 132.5 inch x 20 inch 
x 3 inch with 1/4 inch polymer seal.

Weight: 16” wide, 493.5 lbs.
 20” wide, 543 lbs.

Legacy Shuffleboards include climate adjusters to ensure a level and accurate game.

All Legacy shuffleboards include the Perfect Drawer. This hidden drawer is mounted 
under the table and glides out to reveal your shuffleboard accessories.

Legacy shuffleboards include everything needed to play the game; includes four black 
pucks, four red pucks, stainless abacus scorer, table brush, wax and black table cover.
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Shown in Nutmeg finish.

STERLING
Get ready for countless hours of fun and excitement with the Sterling 
14 foot Shuffleboard. For storage of your pucks, brushes, and other 
accessories, the Sterling Shuffleboard table provides the Perfect Drawer, 
a glide in storage drawer mounted under the table. The shuffleboard 
playing field is 3 inches thick and is made with North American 
plantation grown yellow poplar. The Sterling blows away the competition 
in quality and durablity and is backed with Legacy’s lifetime warranty.

14 FOOT SHUFFLEBOARD

Port

 106166

Nutmeg

106163

Playfield Dimensions:
156.5 inch x 20 inch x 3 inch with 1/4 
inch polymer seal.

Weight: 716.32 lbs.

Legacy Shuffleboards include climate adjusters to ensure a level and accurate game.

All Legacy shuffleboards include the Perfect Drawer. This hidden drawer is mounted 
under the table and glides out to reveal your shuffleboard accessories.

Legacy shuffleboards include everything needed to play the game; includes four black 
pucks, four red pucks, stainless abacus scorer, table brush, wax and black table cover.
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ELLA
The modern style of the Ella sets it apart from the competition and the 
quality and durability is backed with Legacy’s lifetime warranty. For storage 
of your pucks, brushes, and other accessories, the Ella Shuffleboard table 
provides the Perfect Drawer, a glide in storage drawer mounted under the 
table.

12 FOOT SHUFFLEBOARD

Playfield Dimensions:
132.5 inch x 20 inch x 3 inch with 1/4 
inch polymer seal.

Weight: 561 lbs.

Legacy Shuffleboards include climate adjusters to ensure a level and accurate game.

All Legacy shuffleboards include the Perfect Drawer. This hidden drawer is mounted 
under the table and glides out to reveal your shuffleboard accessories.

Legacy shuffleboards include everything needed to play the game; includes four black 
pucks, four red pucks, stainless abacus scorer, table brush, wax and black table cover.

Port

 106784

Onyx

106775

Nutmeg

106781

Black Cherry

106778

Shown in Onyx finish.

Ella Shuffleboard comes complete with four pop-up LED 
lights neatly tucked into the top rail of the shuffleboard.
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ELLA
Modern, sleek and stylish, the Ella 14 foot shuffleboard has all designer 
touches. For storage of your pucks, brushes, and other accessories, the 
Ella Shuffleboard table provides the Perfect Drawer, a glide in storage 
drawer mounted under the table.

14 FOOT SHUFFLEBOARD

Playfield Dimensions:
156.5 inch x 20 inch x 3 inch with 1/4 
inch polymer seal.

Weight: 799 lbs.

Legacy Shuffleboards include climate adjusters to ensure a level and accurate game.

All Legacy shuffleboards include the Perfect Drawer. This hidden drawer is mounted 
under the table and glides out to reveal your shuffleboard accessories.

Legacy shuffleboards include everything needed to play the game; includes four black 
pucks, four red pucks, stainless abacus scorer, table brush, wax and black table cover.

Port

 106799

Onyx

106790

Nutmeg

106796

Black Cherry

106793

Shown in Onyx finish.

Ella Shuffleboard comes complete with four pop-up LED 
lights neatly tucked into the top rail of the shuffleboard.
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LANDON
Entertaining, challenging and fun with timeless elegance. What more 
needs to be said about the Landon 12 foot Shuffleboard. The Landon 
blows away the competition in quality and durability and is backed with 
Legacy’s lifetime warranty. For storage of your pucks, brushes, and other 
accessories, the Landon Shuffleboard table includes Legacy’s patented 
Perfect Drawer. A glide in storage drawer mounted under the table out 
of view.12 FOOT SHUFFLEBOARD

Playfield Dimensions:
132.5 inch x 20 inch x 3 inch with 1/4 
inch polymer seal.

Weight: 433 lbs.

Legacy Shuffleboards include climate adjusters to ensure a level and accurate game.

All Legacy shuffleboards include the Perfect Drawer. This hidden drawer is mounted 
under the table and glides out to reveal your shuffleboard accessories.

Legacy shuffleboards include everything needed to play the game; includes four black 
pucks, four red pucks, stainless abacus scorer, table brush, wax and black table cover.

Port

 106813

Nutmeg

106810

Old English

106816

Shown in Old English finish.

The Landon Shuffleboard comes complete with four pop-up 
LED lights neatly tucked into the top rail of the shuffleboard.
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LANDON
Entertaining, challenging and fun with timeless elegance. What more 
needs to be said about the Landon 14 foot Shuffleboard. The Landon 
blows away the competition in quality and durability and is backed with 
Legacy’s lifetime warranty. For storage of your pucks, brushes, and other 
accessories, the Landon Shuffleboard table includes Legacy’s patented 
Perfect Drawer. A glide in storage drawer mounted under the table out of 
view. 14 FOOT SHUFFLEBOARD

Playfield Dimensions:
156.5 inch x 20 inch x 3 inch with 1/4 
inch polymer seal

Weight: 671.66 lbs.

Legacy Shuffleboards include climate adjusters to ensure a level and accurate game.

All Legacy shuffleboards include the Perfect Drawer. This hidden drawer is mounted 
under the table and glides out to reveal your shuffleboard accessories.

Legacy shuffleboards include everything needed to play the game; includes four black 
pucks, four red pucks, stainless abacus scorer, table brush, wax and black table cover.

Port

 106649

Nutmeg

106646

Old English

106652

Shown in Nutmeg finish.

The Landon Shuffleboard comes complete with four pop-up 
LED lights neatly tucked into the top rail of the shuffleboard.
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WINCHESTER
Have you been searching for that perfect rustic shuffleboard? Look no 
further you’ve found it in the Winchester. Handcrafted with heavily 
distressed solid pine, this piece is a rustic gem. The table only gets better 
looking over time and is as solid as it looks. Thick legs and stretchers along 
with hammered metal accents add to the tables charm and ensure it will 
stand the test of time. 12 FOOT SHUFFLEBOARD

Playfield Dimensions:
132.5 inch x 20 inch x 3 inch with 1/4 
inch polymer seal.

Weight: 589.60 lbs.

Legacy Shuffleboards include climate adjusters to ensure a level and accurate game.

All Legacy shuffleboards include the Perfect Drawer. This hidden drawer is mounted 
under the table and glides out to reveal your shuffleboard accessories.

Legacy shuffleboards include everything needed to play the game; includes four black 
pucks, four red pucks, stainless abacus scorer, table brush, wax and black table cover.

Available in Gunshot f inish only.

Gunshot

106440

The Winchester Shuffleboard comes complete with four pop-up 
LED lights neatly tucked into the top rail of the shuffleboard.
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WINCHESTER
Have you been searching for that perfect rustic shuffleboard? Look no 
further you’ve found it in the Winchester. Handcrafted with heavily 
distressed solid pine, this piece is a rustic gem. The table only gets better 
looking over time and is as solid as it looks. Thick legs and stretchers along 
with hammered metal accents add to the tables charm and ensure it will 
stand the test of time. 14 FOOT SHUFFLEBOARD

Playfield Dimensions:
156.5 inch x 20 inch x 3 inch with 1/4 
inch polymer seal. 

Weight: 828.52 lbs.

Legacy Shuffleboards include climate adjusters to ensure a level and accurate game.

All Legacy shuffleboards include the Perfect Drawer. This hidden drawer is mounted 
under the table and glides out to reveal your shuffleboard accessories.

Legacy shuffleboards include everything needed to play the game; includes four black 
pucks, four red pucks, stainless abacus scorer, table brush, wax and black table cover.

Available in Gunshot f inish only.

Gunshot

106437

The Winchester Shuffleboard comes complete with four pop-up 
LED lights neatly tucked into the top rail of the shuffleboard.



Whiskey Barrel

106450

Smoke

106453
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CIMARRON
Show stopper! What else can we say about this unique rustic and 
industrial inspired shuffleboard. The heavy metal stretchers and distressed 
solid raised grain ash wood gives the table a unique look that not only 
has old world charm with real finger jointed cabinetry but also a very 
contemporary feel by incorporating metal in the design. 

12 FOOT SHUFFLEBOARD

Playfield Dimensions:
132.5 inch x 20 inch x 3 inch with 1/4 
inch polymer seal.

Weight: 589.60 lbs.

Legacy Shuffleboards include climate adjusters to ensure a level and accurate game.

Legacy shuffleboards include everything needed to play the game; includes four black 
pucks, four red pucks, stainless abacus scorer, table brush, wax and black table cover.

Shown in Smoke finish.

The Cimarron Shuffleboard comes complete with four pop-up 
LED lights neatly tucked into the top rail of the shuffleboard.



Whiskey Barrel

106443

Smoke

106446
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CIMARRON
Show stopper! What else can we say about this unique rustic and 
industrial inspired shuffleboard. The heavy metal stretchers and distressed 
solid raised grain ash wood gives the table a unique look that not only 
has old world charm with real finger jointed cabinetry but also a very 
contemporary feel by incorporating metal in the design. 

14 FOOT SHUFFLEBOARD

Playfield Dimensions:
156.5 inch x 20 inch x 3 inch with 1/4 
inch polymer seal. 

Weight: 828.52 lbs.

Legacy Shuffleboards include climate adjusters to ensure a level and accurate game.

Legacy shuffleboards include everything needed to play the game; includes four black 
pucks, four red pucks, stainless abacus scorer, table brush, wax and black table cover.

Shown in Smoke finish.

The Cimarron Shuffleboard comes complete with four pop-up 
LED lights neatly tucked into the top rail of the shuffleboard.
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INDOOR GAMES
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Available in Onyx finish only.

• Traditional 1-man goalie rod
• Adjustable leg levelers
• Externally-attached cup holders
• Dual-side ball returns
• Dimensions: 56-5/8”x30”x34-3/8”H
• Counter-balanced men
• Seamless 4MM tube rods
• Abacus scorers

CLASSIC
This is how it all started. The Classic Foosball one-man goalie table 
will provide hours of rockin’ good fun and entertainment. Like its big 
brother the Sterling Foosball table, the Classic is Durable enough to 
take on the challenge of many strong arm contenders.

The Classic has counter balanced men for improved play, 4mm seemless tube rods built 
to take the constant pounding and oversized split bushings to give you smooth , quiet and 
heart pounding speed. A tough double sided high pressure laminate playfield will take all 
the abuse you can dish out. Includes side drink holders for your favorite beverage.

FOOSBALL

Onyx

106552
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Shown in Port f inish.

• Fast 3-man goalie rod
• Adjustable leg levelers
• Furniture grade cabinet
• Dual-side ball returns
• Counter-balanced men
• Seamless 4MM tube rods
• Abacus scorers
• Dimensions: 54 1/2 x 30 x 33 1/2

STERLING Combining the sophistication and style of the Sterling Line with the fun 
and exciting game of Foosball, the Sterling Collection Foosball table adds 
fun and variety to any home game room.

With three goalies to protect your team, you’ll spend countless hours in competition with 
friends and family. This Foosball table can match in finish with any of our Legacy pool or 
shuffleboard tables. Don’t miss out on your chance to have a beautiful, matching game 
room set right in your home. 

FOOSBALL

Port

106558

Nutmeg

106557

Black Cherry

106556
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Shown in Port f inish.

• 3-man goalie rod
• Adjustable leg levelers
• Furniture grade cabinet
• Dual-side ball returns
• Counter-balanced men
• Seamless 4MM tube rods
• Abacus scorers
• Dimensions: 56 x 30 x 35

LANDON The Landon Foosball table is the perfect game to play with family and 
friends. Masculine lines and strong details make this solid wood foosball 
table look great in any room.

With three goalies to protect your team, you’ll spend countless hours in competition with 
friends and family. This Foosball table can match in finish with any of our Legacy pool or 
shuffleboard tables. Don’t miss out on your chance to have a beautiful, matching game 
room set right in your home. 

FOOSBALL

Port

106573

Nutmeg

106572

Old English

106574
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Shown in Port f inish.

Assembled: 64” x 48” x 31-1/2”H 
Weight: 452 lbs 
Slate Surface Metal Bumpers 
Accessories Included Internal 
Ball Return System

ELLA This Elegant Ella bumper pool table will bring a relaxed and inviting style 
to your home. The Ella brings you the classic game of bumper pool in a 
stylish, modern style.

Features include a beautiful dining top 
that can be easily used when not playing 
bumper pool. 

BUMPER POOL

Port

106910

Onyx

106901

Nutmeg

106907
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Shown in Nutmeg finish.

Assembled: 84” x 48” x 32”H
Weight: 375 lbs
Size: 7 foot Flat Top
Includedes: 2 pushers, 2 pucks, and 
Perfect Drawer

ELLA For ultra smooth shots and pucks that stay in play, accept nothing less 
than the Ella Air Hockey Table. This sophisticated residential design adds 
flare with any home game room decor. 

This piece is designed with a flat top to 
easily convert into a game of table tennis 
(Sold Separately). The Ella Air Hockey 
Table offers non-stop excitement for 
the entire family to enjoy. The Ella 
Air Hockey table features the Perfect 
Drawer for easy storage of pucks and 
pushers when not in use.

AIR HOCKEY

Port

106958

Onyx

106955

Nutmeg

106957
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Shown in Old English finish.

Assembled: 84” x 48” x 32”H
Weight: 375 lbs
Size: 7 foot Flat Top
Includedes: 2 pushers, 2 pucks, and 
Perfect Drawer.

LANDON Masculine and Clean Lines is what The Landon Air Hockey is all about. 
Router throughout, this sleek design will add a luster touch to any 
game room. 

This piece is designed with a flat top to easily convert into a game of table tennis. The 
Landon Air Hockey Table offers multiple gaming options entire family to enjoy. The 
Landon Air Hockey table features the Perfect Drawer for easy storage of pucks and 
pushers when not in use.

AIR HOCKEY

Port

106971

Nutmeg

106970

Old English

106972
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Black playing surface.

Fits 7’ & 8’ tables 
Dimensions: 108”x60”x3/4”H
Black Playing Surface 
5/8” MDF CARB phase II compliance
Includes: net, 2 paddles & 3 balls

CLASSIC Easily converts your Legacy Billiard Table or any 7’ or 8’ Billiard table into 
a game of table tennis perfect for all ages. No longer is your pool room 
strictly limited to pool with this quickly installed, 2-piece game top.

Designed to fit perfectly together, this game table includes a padded backing to 
eliminate all risks of damaging your favorite billiard table.

TABLE TENNIS

Black Playing Surface

106515
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Blue playing surface.

Blue Playing Surface 
1/2” MDF CARB phase II compliance
Includes: net, 2 paddles & 3 balls
Dimensions: 15mm x 60” x 108” x 30”

ELITE With a 1/2” playing surface with Anti-Glare laminate and supported 
with a steel frame, The Elite will stand the test of time. It folds up for 
easy compact storage and it’s a breeze to set up when it’s time for some 
friendly competition. 

Includes play kit with net and clamps. The family that plays together, stays together! 
Fun for all ages, our Elite table tennis will provide years of enjoyment. 

TABLE TENNIS

Blue Playing Surface

106520
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Black playing surface.

Black Playing Surface 
5/8” MDF CARB phase II compliance
Includes: net, 2 paddles & 3 balls
Dimensions: 15mm x 60” x 108” x 30”

STERLING Our heavy-duty, tournament-sized table tennis, the Sterling, is designed 
with long-lasting, professional quality play in mind. With a thick, 5/8” 
playing surface coated with anti-glare laminate and a heavy-grade steel 
frame, the Sterling’s play surface will ensure quality play for years to come.

The folding chassis features two independent table halves for quick and easy storage 
and setup. Commercial-quality swivel casters lock to keep the table securely in place 
during both play and storage.

TABLE TENNIS

Black Playing Surface

106525
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Black playing surface.

Grey Powder Coated Silver
5/8” MDF CARB phase II compliance
Includes: net, 2 paddles & 3 balls
Dimensions: 15mm x 60” x 108” x 30”

STERLING The Sterling Outdoor table is a powder-coated frame, weather resistant 
table tennis. The play field is 4 mm aluminum plastic board with a black 
spring clamp and a plastic net to ensure long-lasting play quality on the 
patio, poolside or in the rec room.

Providing portable table tennis fun for everyone, the Sterling Outdoor table folds for 
up for singles play or compact storage when not in use. 

OUTDOOR TABLE TENNIS

Black Playing Surface

106526
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GAME ROOM
FURNITURE
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Check out this modern look take on a traditional game 
table with new functionality.  Go from dining to game 
night in seconds with the Sterling Flip Top Game Table. 
The inner circle of the table easily flips from dining top to 
game top with two simple slide locks.  This table top is a 
large 54” diameter and features unique arched legs with 
brushed nickel accents. A versatile piece for any home.

Flipping the game surface over 
reveals a beautiful dining top.

Reversable Top.

FLIP TOP GAME TABLE

STERLING

Port

102442

Onyx

102440

Nutmeg

102441

Shade

102443

Shown in Nutmeg finish.

N
EW

 ITEM

• 54” round shape
• Leather game top insert
• Matching veneer dining surface
• Decorative metal accents

Dimensions:
54” x 54” x 30”H
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Shown in Black Cherry f inish.

• 48” octagon shape
• Cloth game top insert
• Poker chip tray cut outs 
• Drink holders
• Matching veneer dining surface
• Decorative table base

Dimensions:
48” x 48” x 31”H

CLASSIC
This 48” octagonal table includes a flip-top with one side having drink 
holders and chip trays and removable rubber inserts to protect from 
spills. The other side? A beautiful dining top! This innovative design is 
just one of the many ways Legacy surpasses the competition. 

Be ready for a game of cards with friends, a challenging board game with the family, or a 
nice dinner with someone special. 

GAME TABLE

Port

102112

Onyx

102100

Nutmeg

102109

Black Cherry

102106

Reversable Top.
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Shown in Port f inish.
• 54” round shape
• Cloth game top insert
• Poker chip tray cut outs 
• Drink holders
• Matching veneer dining surface
• Decorative table base

Dimensions:
54” x 54” x 30”H

ELITE
Revive the fun of friendly competition with game night at your house. 
This 54” round table features generous drink holders and chip trays with 
removable rubber inserts to protect from spills.

Flipping the game surface over reveals a beautiful dining top.

GAME TABLE

Port

102206

Nutmeg

102203

Black Cherry

102200

Reversable Top.
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Shown in Port f inish.
• 54” octagon shape
• Faux leather game top insert
• Poker chip tray cut outs 
• Drink holders
• Matching veneer dining surface
• Decorative table base

Dimensions:
54” x 54” x 31”H

SIGNATURE
Signature game table features a 54-inch octagonal table with removable 
rubber drink holder inserts. The table top flips over to reveal a finished 
veneer dining top. 

You will not only be comfortable while playing card games, the set will double as a 
durable dining table.

GAME TABLE

Port

102227

Nutmeg

102224

Old English

102230

Reversable Top.



Whiskey Barrel

102253

Smoke

102256
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Shown in Wiskey Barrel f inish.

• 42” square shape
• Faux leather game top insert
• Poker chip tray cut outs 
• Drink holders
• Matching dining surface
• Decorative metal accents

Dimensions:
42” x 42” x 30”H

RUSTIC
Bring some fun into your home décor. The Cimmaron and Winchester 
game and dining table features a unique, reversible design that 
transforms from game table with a worn faux leather surface to dining 
table effortlessly. 

Made of solid Heavy Grain ASH or PINE. It features a distressed, rough-hewn finish 
with metal accents and is rustic down to the last detail.

GAME TABLE

Gunshot

102250

Reversable Top.
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CASTER GAME CHAIR

ELITE

Port

102411

Onyx

102409

Nutmeg

102410

Shade

102412

Shown in Nutmeg finish.

Sit back and relax for game night 
in the Elite Caster Game Chair. 
All solid wood chairs are factory 
built (no assembly required.) They 
feature; metal accent guards, 
double wheel casters and black 
faux leather upholstery to match 
with any decor. Comfort and 
elegance all “rolled” into one. 

• Brushed metal casters
• Faux leather seat and back 

Dimensions:
24” x 23” x 36”H

N
EW

 ITEM
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Shown in Nutmeg finish.

• Tilt, swivel, roll, height adjust
• Faux leather seat and back 

Dimensions:
24” x 23” x 41”H

ELITE

You’re going to need more seating 
for your game table once the word 
gets out that the best poker night 
is happening at your place. It’s easy 
to accommodate additional players 
with a few of these decorative 
chairs for them to belly on up to 
the table. Black faux leather, swivel, 
tilt and adjustable height will allow 
your guest to relax in comfort.

GAME CHAIR

Port

102406

Nutmeg

102403

Black Cherry

102400
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Shown in Port f inish.

• Tilt, swivel, roll, height adjust
• Faux leather seat and back 
• Buttoned back
• Padded arms

Dimensions:
24” x 25” x 41”H

Signature Game Chair is designed 
for the player in motion. This chair 
swivels, tilts, rolls and adjusts in 
height. Legacy applies a durable, 
quality furniture finish to all 
game chairs. The padded back 
combined with the deep padded 
seat with padded arm rests make 
this the most comfortable seat 
in the house. Your poker games 
will go well into the night when 
guests don’t want to give up this 
comfortable seat. Long lasting black 
faux leather compliments any game 
room decor.

GAME CHAIR

SIGNATURE

Port

102427

Nutmeg

102424

Old English

102430



Whiskey Barrel

102501

Smoke

102502
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Shown in Smoke finish.

• Worn faux leather seat and back
• Decorative metal accents
• Made from solid Ash (Whiskey Barrel,
   Smoke) and Pine (Gunshot)

Dimensions:
24” x 23” x 41”H

RUSTIC

Hand distressed solid ASH or Pine 
is handcrafted into the Cimmaron 
and Winchester dining chair. The 
worn Upholstered faux leather 
seat and back provides the comfort 
throughout a six course meal or an 
evening playing cards.

GAME CHAIR

Gunshot

102500
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Shown in Nutmeg finish.

• Pub height style 42”
• Solid wood construction
• Stylish & Sleek Appearance

Dimensions
30” Diameter x 42”H

A beautiful accent to any room in 
your home, this 30” round pub 
table features a beautifully turned 
solid wood pedestal. Available in 
pub height only, it’s the perfect 
table to rest a beverage, showcase 
a trophy or dock the iPod.

PUB TABLE

CLASSIC

Port

103313

Onyx

103301

Nutmeg

103310

Black Cherry

103307
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Shown in Port f inish.

• Pub height style 42”
• Solid wood construction
• Stylish & Sleek Appearance

Dimensions
36” Diameter x 42”H

Add a spot in your game room 
to enjoy a drink or some hors 
d’oeuvres. With the quality and 
style of Legacy’s Sterling collection, 
the Sterling Cafe easily matches 
Legacy’s billiard or shuffleboard 
tables. 

PUB TABLE

STERLING

Port

103336

Onyx

103327

Nutmeg

103333

Black Cherry

103330
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Shown in Port f inish.

* Pub height style 42”
* Solid wood construction
* Stylish chess-inlay top
* Storage drawers on each end

Dimensions
30” Diameter x 42”H

If you are looking for a pub table 
for your home that adds elegance 
to the decor then try this Signature 
Pub. This piece easily transitions 
into a variety of settings. The chess 
board inlay makes this pub perfect 
for enjoying a game of checkers or 
chess. The pub table will also make 
a popular choice in your kitchen or 
dining area of your home.

PUB TABLE

Old English

103269

SIGNATURE

Port

103266

Nutmeg

103263

Black Cherry

103260



Whiskey Barrel

103403

Smoke

103406
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Shown in Whiskey Barrel f inish.

• 42” Pub Height
• Decorative metal accents
• Made from solid Ash (Whiskey Barrel,
   Smoke) and Pine (Gunshot)

Dimensions:
30” Diameter x 42”H

RUSTIC

The simply stunning heavily 
distressed Solid ASH or PINE wood 
grain is seen on every part of the 
Cimmaron & Winchester Pub Table. 
The metal accents on the corners 
and feet add to the rustic charm. 
It is as sturdy as it looks, and can 
handle everyday wear and tear.

PUB TABLE

Gunshot

103400
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Shown in Port f inish.

• Swivel
• Faux leather upholstered seat
• Metal trim on footrest
• Black faux leather only

Dimensions
22-7/16” x 22-7/16” x 30”H 

Our Classic Backless Bar Stool 
complements and blends with all 
traditional furniture. Upholstered 
black faux leather and side to side 
swivel are the features that make 
this a great addition to any game 
room or room in your home. 

BACKLESS STOOL

Black Cherry

103523

CLASSIC

Port

103525

Onyx

103521

Nutmeg

103524
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Shown in Port f inish.

• Swivel
• Faux leather upholstered seat and back
• Metal trim on footrest
• Black faux leather only

Dimensions
18” x 22-7/8” x 45-5/8”H

Classic Backed Bar Stool has 
a simple classic style, great for 
any kitchen or game room. 
Upholstered black faux leather, 
strong and sturdy base frame, 
this backed stool is built to last. 
The Classic Backed Barstool 
complements any pub table or bar 
around. 

BACKED STOOL

Black Cherry

103503

CLASSIC

Port

103505

Onyx

103501

Nutmeg

103504
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Shown in Port f inish.

• Swivel
• Faux leather upholstered seat and back
• Metal trim on footrest
• Black faux leather only

Dimensions
18” x 22-7/8” x 45-5/8”H

Classic Flex Back Bar Stool 
complements and blends with all 
traditional furniture. The simple 
strong lines with upholstered black 
faux leather, seat swivel are what 
makes this a great addition to any 
room in your home. Pair it with a 
bar, pub table or right up to your 
kitchen counter. 

FLEX BACK STOOL

Black Cherry

103602

CLASSIC

Port

103604

Onyx

103600

Nutmeg

103603
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Shown in Nutmeg finish.

• Swivel
• Faux leather upholstered seat and back
• Metal trim on footrest
• Black faux leather only

Dimensions
19-3/4” x 23” x 48”H

Elite Flex Back Stool looks great 
with a home bar or at a kitchen 
counter. The angled arched 
backrest upholstered in a rich faux 
black leather, combined with the 
routered frame detail, makes a very 
handsome addition to any home. 
Elite Flex Back Stool is available 
in a 30 inch seat bar height with 
metal trim details on the footrest. 
A complete array of today’s 
most stylish furniture finishes are 
available. This stool has a great flex 
feature with flexing in the back of 
the stool. 

FLEX BACK STOOL

Black Cherry

103610

ELITE

Port

103612

Nutmeg

103611
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Shown in Nutmeg finish.

• Swivel
• Bi-cast leather upholstered seat
• Metal trim on footrest
• Black Bi-cast leather only

Dimensions
24-7/8” x 24-7/8” x 30”H

With a slightly broadened base and 
clean lines, our Sterling backless 
stool has many uses in your game 
room. This stool is great for use 
in your kitchen, around your 
sterling bar or in any room of your 
home. The black bi-cast leather 
upholstery and swivel make this 
one of our customer favorites.

BACKLESS STOOL

Black Cherry

103541

STERLING

Port

103543

Onyx

103544

Nutmeg

103542
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Shown in Nutmeg finish.

• Swivel
• Bi-cast leather upholstered seat
• Metal trim on footrest
• Black Bi-cast leather only

Dimensions
24” x 24” x 44”H

The slightly broadened base and 
clean lines of our Sterling Backed 
Stool work with both modern and 
traditional décor. Black bi-cast 
leather upholstery and swivel seat 
compliments any room. Made to 
accompany any Legacy Bar or pub 
tables. 

BACKED STOOL

Black Cherry

103561

STERLING

Port

103563

Onyx

103564

Nutmeg

103562
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Shown in Old English finish.

• Swivel
• Faux leather upholstered seat and back
• Buttoned back rest
• Metal trim on footrest
• Black faux leather only

Dimensions
23” x 25” x 47”H

Legacy’s Signature Flex Back 
Armless bar stool is designed as 
the perfect kitchen or home bar 
seating. This bar stool stands the 
test of time with a solid wood base, 
padded buttoned back rest, a deep 
padded seat cushion and a padded 
back. Signature Flex Back Armless 
has a swivel seat and a slight flex 
back for added comfort. The 
stool arrives partially assembled 
with easy to follow instructions. 
Available in a variety of furniture 
finishes with black faux leather.

FLEX BACK STOOL

Black Cherry

103620

Old English

103623

SIGNATURE

Port

103622

Nutmeg

103621
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Shown in Nutmeg finish.

• Swivel
• Faux leather upholstered seat and back
• Padded arms
• Buttoned back rest
• Metal trim on footrest
• Black faux leather only

Dimensions
23” x 25” x 47”H

Manufactured to highest standards 
and designed to exceed your 
expectations, the Legacy Signature 
Backed bar stool arrives partially 
assembled with easy to follow 
instructions. Utilize the Signature 
Backed as a spectator chair, poker 
chair, or where any additional 
seating is needed around a pub 
style game. The stylish Signature 
Backed bar stars works great in 
your kitchen or breakfast nook 
as well. Available in a variety of 
finishes, this elegant bar stool is 
designed to coordinated with our 
home bars.

BACKED STOOL

Black Cherry

103591

Old English

103594

SIGNATURE

Port

103593

Nutmeg

103592



Whiskey Barrel

103631

Smoke

103632
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Shown in Smoke finish.

• Decorative metal accents
• Made from solid Ash (Whiskey Barrel,
   Smoke) and Pine (Gunshot)

Dimensions:
13-3/4” x 13-3/4” x 30-1/4”H

RUSTIC

The Cimmaron and Winchester 
barstools are eye catching as well 
as functional. They are made of all 
solid ASH or PINE and are topped 
with a comfortable worn faux 
leather upholstered seat and back. 
The naturally distressed wood grain 
is clearly visible lending itself to 
a warm rustic feel. Metal accents 
on the legs and stretchers add to 
the durability. These stools will 
withstand years of everyday life.

BACKLESS STOOL

Gunshot

103630



Whiskey Barrel

103651

Smoke

103652
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Shown in Whiskey Barrel f inish.

• Swivel
• Decorative metal accents
• Made from solid Ash (Whiskey Barrel,
   Smoke) and Pine (Gunshot)

Dimensions:
18” x 17” x 46-1/4”H

RUSTIC

The Cimmaron and Winchester 
barstools are eye catching as well as 
functional. They are made of all solid 
ASH or PINE and are topped with 
a comfortable worn faux leather 
upholstered seat and back. The flex 
back adds additional comfort. The 
naturally distressed wood grain 
is clearly visible lending itself to 
a warm rustic feel. Metal accents 
on the legs and stretchers add to 
the durability. These stools will 
withstand years of everyday life.

FLEX BACK STOOL

Gunshot

103650
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Shown in Nutmeg finish.

• Raised panel front
• Wooden foot bar
• Locking cabinet
• Dry wine cooler

Dimensions
60” x 27-5/8” x 42”H 

Classic style and amazing functionality, all wrapped in one! Our Classic 
60” Bar features three bottle chiller, lockable cabinet, adjustable shelves 
and stemware racks- everything you need to enjoy a relaxing night with 
family or friends.

60” BAR

Black Cherry

103102

CLASSIC

Port

103104

Onyx

103100

Nutmeg

103103
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Shown in Old English finish.

• Veneer wood panels
• 2 stainless dry sinks
• White cutting board
• Stemmed holders
• Locking cabinet 
• 2 pull out drawers
• Brushed Metal foot rail
• Extra protective finish coat on bar top

Dimensions
72” x 25” x 42”H

Add a touch of class to your home with the gorgeous Sterling 72” Bar. 
Astound your party as you produce beverages using the two dry sinks, 
stemware holders, and cutting board. The Sterling 72” Bar provides ample 
space with its storage drawers and lockable cabinet. Bar includes a full 
length brass finish foot rail.

72” BAR

STERLING

Black Cherry

103111

Old English

103114

Port

103113

Nutmeg

103112
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Shown in Port f inish.
• Veneer wood panels
• 1 stainless dry sinks
• White cutting board
• Stemmed holders
• Locking cabinet 
• 1 pull out drawers
• Brushed Metal foot rail
• Extra protective finish coat on bar top

Dimensions
94-7/8” x 27-3/4” x 42”H

The extended length, Sterling 92” Bar speaks of confidence. The long, 
clean lines with raised panel features is a great addition to the party 
room, family room or game room. With its stunning brushed metal 
hardware foot rail and door pulls, your guests will never want to leave 
your home bar.

Sterling 92’ Bar comfortably seats six barstools. Take advantage of 
the ninety two inch features including two dry sinks, drawers, storage 
cabinet, adjustable shelves and a storage cavity large enough for a 25 x 33 
inch refrigerator.

92” BAR

STERLING

Black Cherry

103124

Old English

103136

Port

103132

Nutmeg

103128
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Shown in Port f inish.

• Veneer wood panels
• Matches Sterling 72” & 92” Bars
• Storge shelf

Dimensions
30” x 21-1/8” x 42”H

Add extra seating and storage to any of our popular Sterling Bars. Expand 
your bar and accommodate more guests by adding this universal return 
to either side of your home bar. You can add as many as you like. Metal 
footrest is included to match the front of the bar.

BAR RETURN

STERLING

Black Cherry

103203

Old English

103209

Port

103207

Nutmeg

103205
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Shown in Nutmeg finish.
• Recessed lighting
• Large bottle shelf
• Stemware rack

Dimensions
55” x 6-5/8” x 35”H

Featuring recessed lighting, a large bottle shelf and a stemware rack, this 
simple yet understated Back bar is a welcomed addition to any home. It 
serves as a great compliment to any of the Sterling home bar sets and 
creates a classy, put together entertainment area.

HANGING BACK BAR

STERLING

Black Cherry

103251

Old English

103254

Port

103253

Nutmeg

103252
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Shown in Onyx finish.

• Brushed Metal foot rail
• Veneer wood panels
• 36” counter height

Dimensions
97” x 19-1/4” x 42”H

Get ready to entertain at home with our beautifully crafted Classic 
Theater Bar. This 36” counter height cafe style bar has a bold and 
functional design. Perfect behind a sofa or on a wall.

THEATER BAR

Onyx

103188

CLASSIC

Nutmeg

103189
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Shown in Nutmeg finish.• LED Lighting
• 2 power outlets
• Storage doors on each end
• Brushed Metal foot rail
• Veneer wood panels
• 36” counter height

Dimensions
97” x 19-1/4” x 48”H 

Make your home the destination for parties with our solidly crafted 42” 
counter height theatre bar. Behind its handsome paneled doors are three 
adjustable shelves offering ample space for organizing essentials. Features 
include led lighting and two power outlets.

THEATER BAR

STERLING

Black Cherry

103182

Port

103184

Onyx

103181

Nutmeg

103183
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Shown in Port f inish.

• Drink holders in arm rest
• Faux leather upholstered seat
• Metal trim on footrest
• Black faux leather only

Dimensions
27-5/32” x 23-5/16” x 45-13/16”H

Add the feel of Old World Europe 
with this traditional looking 
Spectator chair. Features include 
black faux leather and a metal 
footrest. Elegance, style and class 
come standard.

SPECTATOR CHAIR

Black Cherry

104122

CLASSIC

Port

104124

Onyx

104120

Nutmeg

104123
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Shown in Nutmeg finish.

Our Elite spectator chair gives your 
guests a comfortable and stylish 
place to relax between shots over 
a friendly game of pool. Metal 
accents and faux leather upholstery 
give the chair a look that says “I 
mean business”.

SPECTATOR CHAIR

Black Cherry

104140

ELITE

Port

104142

Nutmeg

104141

• Drink holders in arm rest
• Faux leather upholstered seat and back
• Metal trim on footrest
• Black faux leather only

Dimensions
31 3/4” x 31-5/16” x 47” 
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Shown in Port f inish.

• Drink holders in arm rest
• Faux leather upholstered seat
• Metal trim on footrest
• Black faux leather only

Dimensions
31-7/16” x 25” x 46”H 

The 46” Sterling Spectator Chair 
is the perfect seat at the perfect 
height and a comfortable spot to 
rest when it’s not your turn at the 
pool table. Engineered for strength 
and crafted for the designer in 
mind. Contemporary, sleek and 
most poplar seat in your game 
room.

SPECTATOR CHAIR

Black Cherry

104172

STERLING

Port

104174

Onyx

104171

Nutmeg

104173
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Shown in Port f inish.

• Tilt back action
• Drink holders in arm rest
• Faux leather upholstered seat
• Buttoned back
• Metal trim on footrest
• Black faux leather only

Dimensions
33-1/2” x 31-5/16” x 49”H

Padded tilt-back with buttoned 
faux leather for extra comfort, the 
Signature spectator chair will be the 
only place to sit in your game room. 
This chair is our most substantial 
and grand spectator chair of our 
line. The signature spectator chair 
is made for the serious pool room 
enthusiasts with guests who are 
watching the game and waiting 
for their shot. Designed for extra 
comfort this spectator chair has a 
tilt -back and oversized cushions.

SPECTATOR CHAIR

SIGNATURE

Black Cherry

104156

Old English

104159

Port

104158

Nutmeg

104157
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Shown in Nutmeg finish.

Add extra seating to any room with the traditional styling of our 60” 
Classic Storage Bench. For the game room enthusiasts, there is a storage 
compartment under the seat for cues, balls, and ball racks.

STORAGE BENCH

CLASSIC

Black Cherry

104302

Port

104304

Onyx

104300

Nutmeg

104303

• Faux leather upholstered seat
• Drink holder on end
• 60” wide
• Black faux leather only

Dimensions
73-1/2” x 17-1/4” x 25-5/8”H” 
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Shown in Nutmeg finish.

Dimensions
73-1/2” x 17-1/4” x 25-5/8”H

Add extra seating to any room with the traditional styling of our 60” 
Classic Storage Bench. For the game room enthusiasts, there is a storage 
compartment under the seat for cues, balls, and ball racks.

Black Cherry

104322

Port

104324

Onyx

104320

Nutmeg

104323

• Faux leather upholstered seat
• Brushed Metal foot rail
• Drink holder on end
• 60” wide
• Black faux leather only

BACKED STORAGE BENCH

CLASSIC
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RUSTIC
DARTBOARD CABINET

Shown in Gunshot f inish.
Dartboard not included.

CABINET DOES NOT INCLUDE DARTBOARD OR DARTS.

Whiskey Barrel

105552

Smoke

105551

Gunshot

105550

Add some rustic charm to your room with the Rustic 
Dartboard Cabinet. Handcrafted with metal accents, fits 
a steel tip or electronic dartboard, store up to 12 darts 
upright, and also includes a score whiteboard and marker 
to keep track of the score.  Constructed using solid pine 
or ash wood. Available in three popular Rustic finishes.

Dimensions
25”W x 5.5” x 35”H

N
EW

 ITEM
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Shown in Nutmeg finish.
Dartboard not included.

Dimensions
20” x 3 -3/4” x 24”H

If you’re looking for a great looking traditional dartboard, you’ve come to 
the right place. Our Classic Dartboard cabinet has clean, simple lines in 
rich tones that complement any style.

DARTBOARD CABINET

CLASSIC

Port

105505

Onyx

105501

Nutmeg

105504

CABINET DOES NOT INCLUDE DARTBOARD OR DARTS.
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Dimensions
24”W x 3-3/4” x 32”H

Featuring true raised panels and brushed metal hardware, the Sterling 
Dartboard Cabinet is a great addition to your game room. When the 
doors of the Sterling Dart Board cabinet are open it reveals a central 
cabinet space that will easily fit most electronic dartboards or the Legacy 
Sniper Dart Board along with a chalk scorepad and a dart storage area.DARTBOARD CABINET

STERLING

Shown in Port f inish.
Dartboard not included.

Old English

105523

Port

105522

Nutmeg

105521

Onyx

105519

CABINET DOES NOT INCLUDE DARTBOARD OR DARTS.
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• Bristle board
• Staple free
• Rotating score ring
• Ideal for steel tip or soft tip darts

Part Number: 105580

Whether you’re a beginner or a novice, this high quality bristle board is 
a great addition to any game room with its staple-free razorwire that 
deflects darts into the scoring zones and prevents dart bounce-outs. 
Featuring a removable number ring, this board accommodates both steel 
tip and soft tip darts.DARTBOARD

SNIPER
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Dimensions:
36” x 19/32”H

• Black Felt Mesh Covering
• Dartboard Not Included

Part Number: 105590

No need to worry about accidental misses damaging your walls during 
a game of darts with the Dartboard Wall Saver. Easily secure your 
dartboard to the wall saver and immediately feel more at ease having 36” 
of coverage. Instead of concerning yourself with home repairs, enjoy the 
time spent with your guests.

WALL SAVER

Dartboard not included.
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Shown in Port f inish.

• Store up to 10 cues
• Made from solid white mahogany
• Storage for racks, balls & more

Dimensions
37-5/16” x 5-5/8” x 63-3/16”H 

Our Classic Wall Rack offers 
traditional styling for any decor 
and holds 8 cues, 2 ball racks, 
chalk, table brushes and any other 
“necessities” you may need. With 
solid Legacy craftsmanship and easy 
wall mounting, our Classic wall 
rack is a great way to dress up that 
empty wall in the game room.

CUE RACK

CLASSIC

Port

105082

Onyx

105070

Nutmeg

105079
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Shown in Nutmeg finish.

Get your game room organized 
by adding portable storage 
with the free-standing Sterling 
Floor Rack. With the quality of 
design, contemporary style and 
construction this floor rack easily 
transitions into any game room. A 
removable ball storage tray makes 
transportation to the billiard table 
easy and hassle-free.

CUE RACK

STERLING

Old English

105127

Port

105126

Nutmeg

105125

Onyx

105123

• Store up to 10 cues
• Made from solid white mahogany
• Storage for racks, balls & more
• Removable ball carry tray

Dimensions
37-5/16” x 5-5/8” x 63-3/16”H 



Whiskey Barrel

105241

Smoke

105242
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Shown in Whiskey Barrel f inish.

• Store up to 6 cues
• Made from solid Ash (Whiskey Barrel,
   Smoke) and Pine (Gunshot)
• Storage for racks, balls and more

Dimensions:
15” L x 15”D x 31-7/8”H

Carton Dimensions:
20-3/4” L x 17”D x 9-1/2”H

Weight
20.24 LBS

RUSTIC

The Cimmaron and Winchester 
cue racks with a combination of 
solid ASH & PINE along with the 
beautifully distressed finish and 
metal accents will add warmth, 
character and rustic charm to any 
game room. They are available in 
three different styles to fit your 
needs and they all come with both 
a matching nine ball and triangle 
ball racks.

CORNER CUE RACK

Gunshot

105240



Whiskey Barrel

105231

Smoke

105232
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Shown in Smoke finish.

RUSTIC

The Cimmaron and Winchester 
cue racks with a combination of 
solid ASH & PINE along with the 
beautifully distressed finish and 
metal accents will add warmth, 
character and rustic charm to any 
game room. They are available in 
three different styles to fit your 
needs and they all come with both 
a matching nine ball and triangle 
ball racks.

FLOOR CUE RACK

Gunshot

105230

• Store up to 6 cues
• Decorative metal accents
• Made from solid Ash (Whiskey Barrel,
   Smoke) and Pine (Gunshot)
• Storage for racks, balls and more

Dimensions:
30-1/4”L x 14”D x 30-1/4”H

Carton Dimensions:
32-1/4”L x 16”D x 11-3/4”

Weight
49.61 LBS



Whiskey Barrel

105251

Smoke

105252
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Shown in Whiskey Barrel f inish.

• Store up to 6 cues
• Decorative metal accents
• Made from solid Ash (Whiskey Barrel,
   Smoke) and Pine (Gunshot)
• Storage for racks, balls and more

Dimensions:
35”L x 5” D x 35”H

Carton Dimensions:
37-3/4”L x 21-1/8 D x 7”H

Weight
19.47 LBS

RUSTIC

The Cimmaron and Winchester 
cue racks with a combination of 
solid ASH & PINE along with the 
beautifully distressed finish and 
metal accents will add warmth, 
character and rustic charm to any 
game room. They are available in 
three different styles to fit your 
needs and they all come with both 
a matching nine ball and triangle 
ball racks.

WALL CUE RACK

Gunshot

105250
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ACCESSORIES
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Optional Dining Top and Seating Benches are available to complete the table 
conversion that will seat up to 12 of your family and friends. 

Onyx

100195

Shade

100196

Gunshot

100197

N
EW

 ITEM
POOL TABLE
ACESSORIES
BILLIARD DINING TOP

• Dimensions: 101-¼” L x 57-¼” W x 2-5/8” Thick (Total top assembled)

• 4 piece top for ease of placement

• Connected with magnets for secure attachment

• Fits 8 foot tables only. (Playfield 44” X 88”)

Billiard Dining Top

Whiskey Barrel

100199

Smoke

100198

Port

100178

Nutmeg

100179
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POOL TABLE
ACESSORIES

PERFECT DRAWER

Fits almost any brand pool table.
7ft, 8ft, and 9ft.

• Easy to Install 

• Patented Hardware with Air-Lift   
 Technology

• Convenient Storage of Billiard Balls,  
 Racks, Brushes, chalk & more

• Quality felt lined drawer

• Securely Store Expensive Cues

Part Number:
7’-100977
8’-100978
9’-100982

“Your pool table is the centerpiece of
      your game room. Keep the clutter to a
         minimum with the Perfect Drawer.”

Perfect Drawer Features

Whether installing on a new table or adding to a table purchased in the 
past, Legacy’s patented Perfect Drawer (USA patent no. US8177650) is the first 
and only attachable drawer made for storing all your billiard accessories 
uniquely and safely under your billiard table. Available in sizes made 
to fit virtually any seven, eight or nine-foot table, the Perfect Drawer 
is easy to install without any special tools. And when not in use, the 
Perfect Drawer is tucked neatly under your table, and out of sight. 
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1- Lifetime Warranty Poly-Resin Ball Set
4- 57”, two-Piece Cues
1- Two-Piece Bridge Stick
1- Professional Bridge head
1- Triangle Rack
1- 9-Ball Rack
1- Six Cue Roman Rack
1- Table Brush
1- Under Rail Brush
1- Black Plastic Dust Cover
1- instructions booklet 

POOL TABLE
ACESSORIES

The great starter kit for a new billiard table, the Classic Play Kit includes 
everything needed to start and maintain a seriously fun game room. A 
variety of accessories are included to get you up and running, including 
multiple 2-piece cues, a ball set, racks, instructional booklet, and more. 
Balls are made from poly-resin.

CLASSIC PLAY KIT

Onyx

104910
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1- Lifetime Warranty Poly-Resin Ball Set
4-57” two piece cues (with adjustable weights)

1 two piece bridge stick
1 professional bridge head
1 triangle heavy duty rack
1 nine ball heavy duty rack
1 eight cue deluxe rack
1 table brush
1 under rail brush
1 scuffer
1 fitted table cover
1 instruction booklet

POOL TABLE
ACESSORIES

A perfect addition to any pool table, the Sterling accessory contains 
everything needed to get your game room ready for action, including 
tools to help maintain your gorgeous pool table throughout its life. 
Play Kits Sterling comes in a wide array of rich finishes to perfectly 
complement your table. Balls are made from poly-resin.

STERLING PLAY KIT

Port

106689

Onyx

106685

Nutmeg

106688

Black Cherry

106687
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• Made Of Poly Resin
• Lifetime Guarantee
• Accurate & True Roll 

Part Number: 94368

POOL TABLE
ACESSORIES

Guaranteed for life, Fast-Track billiard balls are ground and polished to 
radial tolerances of one-thousandth of an inch. This process allows an 
extremely accurate and true roll, exactly what’s needed for consistent 
use. Made of high quality poly-resin.

FAST-TRACK POOL BALLS
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Fitted Covers available in Black, Brown, 
and Oxblood.

Draped Covers black only.

Dimensions:
7’ Fitted 51” x 92” x 8”
8’ Fitted 56” x 100” x 8”
9’ Fitted 62” x 112” x 8”
8’ Draped 70” x 114”
9’ Draped 80” x 126”

Part Number:
7’ Fitted Black- 94310 
7’ Fitted Brown- 94311
7’ Fitted Oxblood- 94312

8’ Fitted Black- 94300
8’ Fitted Brown- 94301
8’ Fitted Oxblood- 94302

9’ Fitted Black- 94320
9’ Fitted Brown- 94321
9’ Fitted Oxblood- 94322

8’ Draped Black- 94325
8’ Draped Brown- 94324
8’ Draped Oxblood- 94327

9’ Draped Black- 94326
9’ Draped Brown- 94328
9’ Draped Oxblood- 94329

POOL TABLE
ACESSORIES

Maintenance is key to keeping any pool table looking and playing in 
tip-top shape. Protect your table easily with the aid of a simple table 
cover, designed to keep away moisture, dust, scratches, spills, and more. 
Available in both fitted and drape options, these high quality covers fit 
all standard seven, eight, and nine foot pool tables.

POOL TABLE COVERS

Fitted Table Cover

Draped Table Cover
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• Fits 7’ and 8’ Tables.

• Black Playing Surface.

• Includes Net, 2 Paddles,
   and 3 Balls.

• 5/8” MDF.

Dimensions:
108” x 60” x 3/4”H

Part Number 106517

POOL TABLE
ACESSORIES

Easily converts your Legacy Billiard Table or any 7’ or 8’ Billiard table 
into a game of table tennis perfect for all ages. No longer is your pool 
room strictly limited to pool with this quickly installed, 2-piece game 
top. Designed to fit perfectly together, this game table includes a padded 
backing to eliminate all risks of damaging your favorite billiard table.

TABLE TENNIS TOP
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Legacy Shuffleboard Scoreboard Unit 
is designed to be installed in the center 
on the side frame of the Classic, Sterling 
and Elite shuffleboards. Score Unit 
ships with all necessary components 
and arrives semi-assembled. Score 
Unit include easy to follow installation 
instruction. 

SHUFFLEBOARD
ACESSORIES

Keeping score of your shuffleboard game has never 
been easier with Legacy’s electronic scoring board 
unit. The ability to attach the unit to the cabinet 
of your shuffleboard will leave you free to focus on 
your game. This scoring unit guarantees hours of 
amusement with a large screen displaying the scores. 

SCORE UNIT

Onyx

97684

SHUFFLEBOARD
ACESSORIES

LIGHT SET

Onyx

97691

Legacy shuffleboard lights are shipped 
as a pair, attached towards the score 
zone areas. They are designed to be 
installed on the side frame of a Legacy 
shuffleboard. Shuffleboard lights ships 
with all neccessary components and 
arrive semi- assembled. Lights include 
easy to follow installation instruction. 

Shuffleboard lights will enhance your shuffleboard 
experience. Legacy’s shuffleboard Light Kit features 
an onyx finish wood canopy displaying the Legacy 
logo. The Shuffleboard light kit easily attaches to 
the cabinet of Legacy’s Classic, Elite, Sterling or 
Heritage shuffleboard tables. Quickly add some 
ambiance to your shuffleboard play with these high-
quality shuffleboard lights. Lights are mounted 30 
inches above playfield and include fluorescent bulbs. 
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SHUFFLEBOARD
ACESSORIES

SHUFFLEBOARD
ACESSORIES

Turn one great classic game of shuffleboard into another one, 
Shuffleboard Bowling! Your shuffleboard is not complete until you 
can throw STRIKES! A fun game for the whole family to enjoy. 
All solid wood pins with a wood pin setter so the pins are set up 
perfectly each time. Talk about a FUN game! 

BUMPERS

PIN AND RACK SET

Part Number:
9’ Bumpers- 106601 
12’ Bumpers- 106602 
14’-16’ Bumpers- 106603

All Legacy bumpers are 
constructed of solid hardwood 
with rubber cushions covered in 
thick black fabric which makes for 
quieter and faster play.

Legacy shuffleboard bumpers DO 
NOT REQUIRE ASSEMBLY. 

Legacy shuffleboard bumpers can be added to any Legacy shuffleboard 
tables. Bumpers add another dimension of fun to the game. Perfect 
for all levels of play. Bumpers help develop skill and gliding techniques. 
The gutter bumpers are wedged between the playfield and the inside 
wall of the shuffleboard cabinet to prevent the pucks from gliding off 
the playfield surface. With practice and patience, you’ll be the best 
shuffleboard player around.

Part Number: 106499

SHUFFLEBOARD
ACESSORIES
END PROTECTORS

Part Numbers:
9’ Classic or 12’ Elite- 106615
14’ Sterling- 106616 
12’-14’ Ella- 106617
12’-14’ Rustic or Landon- 106618

All Legacy End Protectors are 
constructed of high density foam 
covered in thick black fabric.

Legacy shuffleboard End 
Protectors DO NOT REQUIRE 
ASSEMBLY. 

Protect your shuffleboard investment with our molded high density 
foam end cabinet protector. No worries about potential puck damage to 
the cabinet from aggressive play.
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Pucks measure 2-5/16” in diameter
Set includes 4 black pucks, 4 red pucks

Part Number: 97596

Pucks measure 2-5/16” in 
diameter

Set includes 4 black pucks, 
4 red pucks

SHUFFLEBOARD
ACESSORIES

Chrome plated and polished to a beautiful finish, our shuffleboard pucks 
are made from heat treated hardened steel for extra durability and 
strength. Legacy’s pucks are designed to provide you years of enjoyment 
and we promise it will take your game to another level! 

REPLACEMENT PUCKS

Properly maintaining your play surface with 
Shuffleboard Wax is the most important part of 
playing the game. Black Ice Shuffleboard Wax is a 
powder made with tiny silicone balls. Simply add 
a light coat of Shuffleboard Wax to your table’s 
playing surface to keep your game top-notch and 
lightning fast!

SHUFFLEBOARD
ACESSORIES

BLACK ICE WAX

NOTE: Shuffleboard wax beads must be 
used to in order for the pucks to slide 
down the playing surface. Never slide 
a puck with out applying wax beads to 
the surface.

 Part Number: 97594 

SHUFFLEBOARD
ACESSORIES

BLACK ICE WAX

Specifically designed for shuffleboard tables, 
Silicone Spray is an essential item for maintaining 
your shuffleboard’s speed & play-ability. A 
light coat helps eliminate wax track and adds a 
punch of excitement to your game. A must have 
shuffleboard accessory for any player. 

NOTE: Use caution when spraying 
especially on hardwood floors. The 
overspray can become slippery if not 
cleaned properly. 

Part Number: 97595 
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Part Number: 106522 

TABLE TENNIS
ACESSORIES

For table tennis, this spring clamp and net are constructed of heavy duty 
steel and durable netting. The post has a protective rubber backing to 
avoid scratching your table top and ensures a tight, secure fit.

SPRING CLAMP AND NET
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Part Number: 1065224

TABLE TENNIS
ACESSORIES

Legacy table tennis bolt clamp is constructed with a heavy duty durable 
steel post. The post has a rubber backing to protect the table top and 
insure a tight fit when attached. 

BOLT CLAMP AND NET
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Kit Includes: 
4 paddles-(2red, 2black), 6 balls & 
clamp on net.

Part Number: 106517 

TABLE TENNIS
ACESSORIES

With everything you need to get started, the Table Tennis Play Kit is 
ideal for recreational players. Offering solid construction and steady 
play, this kit is the perfect balance for the beginner. Includes 4 paddles, 6 
balls and a clamp-on net so you are all set!

PLAY KIT
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Kit Includes: 
2-Pushers
2-Pucks

Part Number: 106950 

AIR HOCKEY
ACESSORIES

Get the most from your air hockey table with quality pushers and pucks. 
Designed to keep your fingers safe and the puck on the play field. 

PUSHER AND PUCK KIT


